Benefits of Owning
a Shuffleboard

FAQs
How much should I expect to collect from players every month?
You should expect to see a low of $40.00, a high of $225.00, and an average of $75.00
per week. If the game averages $75.00 x 52 weeks = $3,900.00 per year. In 2 years,
you will earn $7,800.00. After 1 year, your investment will be made and you'll actually
own the shuffleboard! Also, shuffleboards have a high residual value for many years.
This means you may be able to sell the shuffleboard down the road and make money.

These numbers don’t factor in the increased profits from food and beverages! On average
a patron will spend 1-2 hours extra in a bar while playing shuffleboard. That means added
food and beverage sales.
How long does it take to play a game to 15 points?
An average of 8-15 minutes on table sizes 16’ and smaller and 13-25 minutes on tables
larger than 16’.
How much should I charge for a game to 15 points?
It varies from $1.00 to $2.00 for a game to 15 points. Our recommendation is to charge
based on time used. We suggest $4 for 30 minutes or $8 per hour.
How do I collect money?
Collect the player’s ID and credit card in exchange for the weights. When the weights
are returned, bill the customer accordingly.
We ALSO offer a coin operated scoreboard. And since you own the scoreboard, you
decide how much to charge for each game played. And since you own the scoreboard,
you KEEP ALL the MONEY!

Do you offer a Lease Option to help with my purchase?
YES! If you can’t pay in full, we offer a wide range of Lease Options from 24-60 month
terms with Low monthly payments.
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